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Bone Mineral Density and Body Composition in Males with 
Motor Neuron Disease: A Study from Teaching Hospital in 

Southern Part of India
Sir,

Sooragonda et al.[1] assessed bone mineral density (BMD), 
bone mineral parameters, and body composition in Indian 
patients with motor neuron disease – amyotrophic lateral 
sclerosis (MND‑ALS) – and compared these with healthy 
controls. They found that MND‑ALS patients and healthy 
controls had similar BMDs [as measured by Dual‑energy 
X‑ray absorptiometry (DXA) scan]. However, bone turnover 
markers (BTMs) were significantly higher in the MND‑ALS 
group, indicating a high turnover state.[1] Accordingly, they 
recommended testing for serum calcium, 25‑hydroxy vitamin D, 
BTMs, and BMD in MND‑ALS patients.[1] Besides few study 
limitations mentioned by Sooragonda et al.,[1] I presume that the 
following methodological limitation is also relevant. It is obvious 
that BMD reference intervals (BMDRIs) are required to interpret 
BMD estimates measured by DXA scan. BMDRIs are determined 
by many factors, namely age, gender, race, weight, pubertal 
stage, and socio‑economic class,[2,3] and normative BMDRIs 
have been generated for certain populations. These normative 
BMDRIs are utilized in clinical settings and researchcenters. 
Interestingly, India has already constructed its indigenous 
BMDRIs.[4] Instead of employing Indian normative BMDRIs, 
Sooragonda et al.[1] have inadvertently employed the International 
Society of Clinical Densitometry (ISCD) criteria released in 
2004[5] to define osteoporosis and normal BMD on interpreting 
the calculated BMD values. We feel that this limitation in their 
methodology might affect the interpretation of the study findings 

and recommendations addressed by Sooragonda et al.[1] It was 
solicited from Sooragonda et al.[1] to add in the limitations of 
their study that they could not employ the new Indian reference 
data, released in 2021,[4] as it was not launched at the time of 
conducting their study. The data in the Indian BMDRIs was 
recruited from a limited number of subjects (825 subjects: 
men = 380; women = 445)[4] and needs further substantiation. 
Hence, they have used international criteria.[5]
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Stress‑induced Childhood Onset Neurodegeneration with Ataxia 
and Seizures (CONDSIAS) Presenting with Torticollis Attacks: 
Phenotypic Variability of the Same Mutation in Two Turkish 

Patients
Sir,

Two patients with the same genetic mutation in ADPRHL2 
gene, which takes a role in DNA repair, transcription, telomer 
function, and apoptosis are presented.[1] Developmental 
delay, intellectual disability, epilepsy, cerebral‑cerebellar 
atrophy, neurogenic changes, sensorineural hearing loss, 
nystagmus, and dystonic ataxia have been reported and 
intrafamilial phenotypic variability has been defined in the 
literature.[2] Paroxysmal torticollis attacks have not been 
reported before.

The first case was a 20‑month‑old girl with normal motor 
development presenting with episodic torticollis attacks 
lasting from 2 h to 2 days for the last 20 days [Video]. She 
was the first child of parents with third‑degree consanguinity. 
She had two febrile convulsions before 1‑year old. She could 
not improve her language skills and developed aggressive 
behaviour and lack of communication after 18 months. She 
gradually developed ataxia, which worsened with infections. 
Dystonic posture, bradymimia, bradykinesia, nystagmus, 
spasticity of lower extremities and language delay were 
noticeable by 3 years of age. She had her first tonic focal seizure 
at age 4 with persistent perioral myoclonus. She presented 
with acute respiratory insufficiency and autonomic findings 
including lack of sweating, hyperthermia and tachycardia at 
5 years of age and underwent mechanical ventilation after 
tracheostomy. Metabolic workup including cerebrospinal fluid 
lactate and amino acids nerve conduction studies, fundoscopic, 
audiological and cardiac evaluation, cranial (magnetic 
resonance imaging) MRI, and electroencephalogram (EEG) 
performed to rule out mitochondrial or heredodegenerative 
diseases were inconclusive [Table 1]. Her final EEG showed 
left frontotemporal spikes with generalized slowing and 
MRI showed prominent cerebral–cerebellar atrophy with 
T2 hyperintensity in the cervical region [Figure 1]. Nerve 

Table 1: Differential diagnosis of the presented patients 
and performed tests for diagnostic work up

Disease Diagnostic Tests
Mitochondrial respiratory 
chain enzyme deficiency

Plasma/CSF amino acids, plasma/CSF 
lactate
Nerve conduction Study
Audiometry
Cardiac evaluation
Muscle biopsy (only second patient)
Ophtalmologic examination
EEG
Cranial MRI

Spinocerebellar ataxia 
type 26

WES/Cranial‑Spinal MRI

Ataxia‑oculomotor 
apraxia

WES/Cranial/Spinal MRI

Neuronal ceroid 
lipofuscinosis

Palmitoyl protein thioesterase (PPT1) 
enzyme level, eye fundus examination

conduction study revealed severe axonal degeneration of all 
motor and sensory nerves. WES detected a previously defined 
homozygous p.T79P (c.235A > C) missense mutation of the 
ADPRHL2 gene (NM_017825.2) [Figure 2]. Her parents were 
heterozygous for this mutation. She also had homozygous 
p.N110S mutation in the palmitoyl protein thioesterase (PPT1) 
gene with her parents being heterozygous in Sanger sequencing. 
In silico analysis could not be performed because of financial 
concerns. The PPT1 level from dry blood was normal. She 
did not have any visual impairment. The patient was lost from 
sudden cardiac arrest at 5.5 years of age.

The second patient was a 3.5‑year‑old boy who presented with 
an acute attack of truncal ataxia, which resolved spontaneously. 
His ataxia recurred with infections and progressed with 
additional intentional tremor. His neuromotor development 
was normal till 3.5 years of age except for severe language 
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